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SUMMARY 

 

Benedict is living the dream of a happy family in the 

midst of a full blown war. With his loving wife and lively 

kids by his side, everyday becomes a memory. Suddenly, his 

world comes crashing down when his wife, Chelsea, dies at 

the detestable Colour bridge alongside his good friend 

Manny. He is thrown into an abyss of mourning and doubt 

until Jeanette shows up in their lives.  

Would Benedict be able to pick up the pieces of his life 

and move on? Would he be able to come to terms with reality 

and look forward to the future? Would Jeanette find a way to 

mend his broken heart and fix the unhappy family? Enjoy this 

story of two adults trying to scratch the surface of reality and 

find their feet on the ground again.   



 

 

Story Outline 

 

• Benedict reunites with his friend and neighbour, 

Manny, who had travelled for a while. 

• Chelsea enjoys a birthday celebration with her 

kids.  

• Benedict has to let Chelsea and Manny go to 

Colour bridge. 

• Chelsea, Manny, and Koake die at Colour bridge. 

• Jeanette meets Benedict on the day of Chelsea's 

burial. 

• Jeanette's father falls sick. 

• Jeanette's father loses his job. 

• Jeanette frequents the graveyard and forms the 

habit of watching Benedict until it is late.  

• Jeanette feels helpless because of her dad’s 

situation 

• Jeanette searches for a job 

• Benedict agrees to let Jeanette work for him 

• The beauty of Benedict’s family touches 

Jeanette’s heart


